
SOCIAL BINGO QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS

1. What are your dreams?
2. What problems do you see that you can solve with
landscape architecture?
3. Rank the three most important things to have as a
landscape architect.
4. If you were the only landscape architect in the world,
what would you prioritize or change?
5. What is the difference between studying in Ultuna
and Alnarp? And Jomo Kenyatta? 
6. What does the swedish/Kenyan government do to
ensure the profession is kept alive? 
7. How does landscape architecture differ in countries
that have/don't have winter?

Find out what
you have in

common and
write it on a

post-it note here!
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We like to express ourselves through art
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Want to visit Singapore

We have both been scouts

We both like to
cook and read

favorite color: Blue
Fried food
Handicraft
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Social problems

The way a landscape is formed in realtion to
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Emily and Fiona
1. Like Nature

2. Watching
movies as a

hobby

preserving the
planet

travel

Change the narrative of
what landscape architecture
Not only urban, include the

natural environment as
well. 

Not only the aesthetic
perspective, but also the

natural aspect.

work with golftracks

In Kenya 2 seasons, think about when the plants flower or
not. 

Bigger range in Sweden, in turns of season.

Work with a landscape archtiecture firm that
helps children

Work with conservation

Be a part of creating sustatainable change

Make people understand the importance of
landscape architecture.

Sustainability

Social aspects

Little knowledge of people in high positions making the wrong
decisions

TO CHANGE THE
WORLD FOR
THE BETTER

Farmhouse with
a nice view

To build
huge parks Get a job that I love, to

makes money for charity

My dream as a
teacher is to see

that the
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ready to change
the world when
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Changing the narrative
about LA more about
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interaction. Green infrastructure.

A digital platform for the
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Sketchpad
Computer

Pen

Climate! In Uppsala,Cold winter - different
seasons.Different vegetation. 

Nairobi a big city Uppsala a small one.
In Nairobi smaller classes

1. EMPATHY!
2. FORWARD THINKING 

3. OPEN MINDED

Knowledge of different problems and
how solve them

People person, understanding others
perspectives 

Good at designing

social problems
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Sustainability 
Social, ecological

Profit is a problem

1. imagination
2. wide knowledge

3. dont be afraid to come up with new
things

knowledge about sustainability
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Making cities less about hardscape

have a sketch book
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Jomo has sketch tables 
Climate

Plant species list
Jomo has studios thoughout the year 

SLU has it once it once a year

more trees!!!!

develop less developed areas

Locally grown food
Climate change

More open spaces in the private
residential zones

protect nature, less deforestation

more streetlights in sweden

solving
traffic

/transport
problems

MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORE ANIMALS!

create more open spaces

creativity

curiosity

knowledge

compassion

communication

humble
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